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WHAT IS A “CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER”? 

A  Conscious Filmmaker is an artist with the aware intent to 
create motion pictures imbued with an enlightened purpose. 



WHAT DEFINES A CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER 

MOTION PICTURE? 
 

Answer YES to the following three questions… 
 

• Does the film elevate humanity? 

• Does it affirm the lives of others? 

• Does it challenge us and connect deeply with the audience? 

This is the foundation of the Conscious Filmmaker Ethos.   



WHY MAKE FILMS THAT ADHERE TO A 

CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER ETHOS? 
 

The vast majority of the top 200 top grossing 

films of all time can answer YES to the previous 

three foundational questions that determine the 

“conscious” quality of a motion picture.  



This chart is adjusted for ticket price inflation. The figures represent the total amount of money a movie has taken in North America over its lifetime taking into account the 

cost of tickets. Note the theme of each movie. With the exception of perhaps two on this list, all  the films listed below are able to pass the three question Conscious 

Filmmaker “litmus test.” 

Inflation Adjusted Top 20 Movies Released Since 1977  

 Rank Released Film Name Total Box Office 

1 1977 Star Wars Ep. IV: A New Hope $1,284,600,464 

2 1982 ET: The Extra-Terrestrial $1,060,155,772 

3 1997 Titanic $1,016,477,150 

4 2009 Avatar $778,817,600 

5 1980 Star Wars Ep. V: The Empire Strikes Back $761,835,156 

6 1983 Star Wars Ep. VI: Return of the Jedi $733,586,163 

7 1994 The Lion King $712,852,561 

8 1999 Star Wars Ep. I: The Phantom Menace $712,529,607 

9 1993 Jurassic Park $668,021,841 

10 1981 Raiders of the Lost Ark $645,342,265 

11 1994 Forrest Gump $633,678,391 

12 2012 Marvel's The Avengers $623,279,547 

13 1977 Close Encounters of the Third Kind $587,327,355 

14 2008 The Dark Knight $585,975,751 

15 1978 Grease $564,379,961 

16 2004 Shrek 2 $554,550,157 

17 2002 Spider-Man $548,234,646 

18 1996 Independence Day $546,452,224 

19 1984 Beverly Hills Cop $521,554,398 

20 1990 Home Alone $519,397,359 
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WHY MAKE FILMS THAT ADHERE TO A 

CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER ETHOS? 

 

 These are the films with TIMELESS themes 
and MEANINGFUL subtexts. 

 These are the films that ENRICH both 
investors and the soul or our audience. 

 These are the films that can INSPIRE positive 
change in our world. 

 



THE CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER STUDIOS  

PRODUCTION INCUBATOR GOAL 

Within 36 months Conscious Filmmaker Studios will fully 

develop and secure funding for eight low to moderately 

budgeted independent films (under $10 million).  The fund will 

be used for the HIGHLY selective acquisition and full 

development of five new, highly commercial screenplay 

properties - all of which adhere to our production and ethical 

standards.  The other three properties have already been 

developed through Vision4Media Entertainment, a production 

arm for CFS.  Investors will quickly benefit from the imminent 

funding of those properties.  



SIMPLIFIED CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

Secure full funding via 
presales, location 

incentives and private 
equity. 

Option screenplay 
property adhering to 
the fund standards.  

Attach Director and 
identify potential 
internationally 
bankable cast. 

Assigned producer 
develops a thorough 

production budget and 
schedule. 

Secure LOI’s for talent 
and above-the-line 
department heads. 

Create business plan, 
social media presence 

and website. 

Present and promote 
the film to relevant 
international sales 

agents and funders at 
EFM, Cannes, TIFF 

and AFM. 



CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER STUDIOS  

INVESTMENT MODEL SUMMARY 
 

 A $570,000 Production Incubator (Development) Fund will 
be created.  

 The fund will be used to secure paid options for five 
properties, and to market, develop and fund a total of 
eight motion pictures that adhere to the fund’s standards.  
Three of the eight will have already benefited from the 
significant, previous development investment by 
Vision4Media Entertainment, a production arm of 
Conscious Filmmaker Studios.  

 Each film that is funded will reimburse $150,000 in 
development costs to the fund. Only four properties will 
need to be funded to return all principal to the investor(s). 
(See subsequent ROI Schedule.) At the completion of 
funding all eight properties, the Production Incubator will 
have generated a 49% return on the initial investment.  



CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER STUDIOS  

RETURN ON INVESTMENT MODEL 
 

 Each film budget will allocate $150,000 for 
development reimbursement. Reimbursement of 
development investment is a standard industry 
practice.  

 The funding of all eight films will generate $1.2 
million in reimbursements to the CFS Development 
fund. 

 The first four films will generate $600,000 in 
revenues which will allow for the priority return of all 

the investment principal.  



Fund Gross Revenues $1,200,000.00

(8 Films Returning $150,000 each in Development Costs)

Principal Returned $570,000.00

Gross Net Revenue $630,000.00

Investor Priority Return on Gross Net  @15% $94,500.00

Net Profit $535,500.00

35% Share of Net Profit to the Investor $187,425.00

Total Revenue Paid to Investor $757,425.00

Investor Total Profit $281,925.00

Total Return on Investment  (Total Profit/Principal) 49.46%

Estimated Annual Return over 36 Months 16.49%

CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER STUDIOS  

RETURN ON INVESTMENT MODEL 



MARKETING COSTS $163,000.00

(Marketing Administration, Travel, Lodging, Registration 

and Attendance at TIFF, AFM, EFM and Cannes.

OPTION AGREEMENT FEES $75,000.00

PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT $120,000.00

(Poster and one-sheet designs, budget creation, websites, advertising and promotion)

ADMINSTRATIVE EXPENSES $72,000.00

(Office Rental - for both Europe and the U.S.)

MANAGEMENT $140,000.00

(Creative Development Personnel - Europe and the U.S.)

TOTAL INVESTMENT $570,000.00

 

DEVELOPMENT FUND BREAKDOWN 



Conscious Filmmaker Studios Successful Case Study  



• Introduced to the European Film Market in February 2012 

by International Sales Agent, Arrow Entertainment 

• Marketed in 2012 at Cannes and TIFF of  resulting in 

funding commitments 

• Film Department heads selected in December of 2012 

• Rights and Clearances, Detailed Budget, Shooting 

Schedule, and Casting Strategy completed in May 2013 

• Estimated Closing of Funding – September 30, 2013 

• Production begins in late September 2013 for a Spring 

2014 theatrical run in 3000 U.S. theaters. 

 

 

Beyond the Moonwalk  
A Dream to Dance 

Narrative Feature Film Development History 



FILMS NOW IN DEVELOPMENT 
These three properties are in late development and will be part of the Conscious Filmmaker Production 

Incubator.   The fund will benefit from the substantial investment already made in these films. 



ROCKS, SNAKES  

AND THE ART OF DESERT COOKING   
 

A jaded tabloid talk-show host is beguiled by a missing 

U.S. Senator to embark upon a deadly desert quest to 

uncover life's most dangerous secret. 

 

The motion picture’s theme confronts the single greatest 

lesson all of us must face in life. 



BEYOND THE MOONWALK 
A Dance Legacy  

(Documentary Feature Film) 

 

Originally known as “The Backslide “, The Moonwalk 

signaled the rise of a street dance movement that altered 

the course of pop music history. These street dance artists 

became the unsung heroes who fomented a revolution. 

Beyond the Moonwalk reveals the true untold story about 

that revolution, and how it forever transformed the worlds 

of music and dance. For so many great performers there is 

an untold account of the dance that made them famous. 

Beyond the Moonwalk delivers the original dancers, their 

never before told stories, and brings to light how their 

moves and influence helped launch the success of three 

generations of legendary performers. 



RACING THE DEAD   
 

A gripping supernatural thriller that pits a depraved serial 

killer against the love of a deceased father for his only 

daughter - the maniac's next intended victim.  Relentlessly 

pursued into a treacherous forest, the injured young 

woman manifests spectral visions of a dead parent that 

become her only hope to stay alive… 

 

Ultimately, Racing the Dead is a story of hope and the 

transcendent power of love. 



THE CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER STUDIOS  

EXECUTIVE TEAM 



David Christopher Loya is an award-winning television and film director who has created 

hundreds of productions for national networks, Fortune 500 companies, international non-

profits and prominent educational institutions. His unique "Conscious Filmmaker"® approach 

to production has successfully been used by educational institutions and international non-

profits to raise over $1 billion in donated revenues. David's large body of work has also been 

recognized by twenty national Telly Awards as well as honors at the New York Film Festival 

and the Banff World Television Festival.  

 

A partial list of past production clientele includes: Sony Pictures, The Walt Disney Company, 

CBS, NBC, ABC, MGM Interactive, Arts and Entertainment Network, The History Channel, 

PBS, TCI, Liberty Media, Ameritech, Gateway Computers, Harvard University, The Mayo 

Clinic, Bravo Channel, The Smithsonian Institute, Black Entertainment Television, National 

Medical Enterprises, Genesis Entertainment, Wordnet Productions, William M. Mercer, Inc., 

The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Microsoft, University of California, Los Angeles, The 

Cleveland Clinic, Amnesty International, The Hallmark Channel, Sprint International, 

Beckman Coulter, Lockheed, Aramark, Sunkist, Prudential Insurance, Archdiocese of Los 

Angeles, Family Theater Productions, The Russ Reid Agency and The Salvation Army. 

 

David is also President and a principal of Vision4Media Entertainment - a motion picture 

production company focused on creating movies with timeless themes and meaningful 

subtexts. Vision4Media produces films the enrich the soul of an audience, while providing 

solid ROI to its production partners. 

 

David is attached to several motion pictures in late development; and is currently directing 

BEYOND THE MOONWALK, a $22 million feature film, which is the true story of the 

street dancer who taught Michael Jackson and transformed pop music history. 

David Christopher Loya 
President – Founder 

Conscious Filmmaker Entertainment, LLC 



Candice is a French and UK based multi-talented professional in the fields of drama and film, 

psychology, communication and alternative health. She is Production manager at SpiderWorldCinema 

and co-director of the Aset Institute. 

  

While completing an ‘Art of Communication’ certificate at CELSA-Paris, she followed a drama training 

program at the Charpentier Art Studio -Paris. Her ongoing personal interest and quest in the workings 

of mind and body also translated into studies and practice of transpersonal psychology and cranial 

osteopathy.  

 

These experiences are an ongoing source of inspiration in her writings and screenplays. She studied 

screenwriting at the City Lit – London, at Euroscript UK and regularly attends international 

screenwriting and production seminars organized by Raindance. 

  

After working as an executive producer on the director Thierry Obadia’s French film “ DNA: Indigo ” 

– produced in 2012, she is now Production Manager at SpiderWorldCinema, an independent French 

production and distribution company accredited by the CNC. 

  

Her main motives in working in the film industry are to write and/or produce powerful stories that 

convey a message of hope, evolution, transformation and investigate the very foundations of our 

collective journey on earth.  She is also an enthusiastic supporter of the ‘Conscious Filmmaker®’ 

ethos. and is delighted to be part of the concerted project to establish a European Branch for the 

‘Conscious Film Making Entertainment’ studio. 

 

Candice Marro 
Executive Producer 

Conscious Filmmaker Entertainment, Europe 

 



Brian first entered the corporate world with Leggett & Platt, a major Fortune 500 company. 

His nine-year tenure created a solid foundation of sales, management and international 

business leadership. 

 

Brian was responsible for the profit and loss of a $15 million west coast operation and a $10 

million procurement program. Over time, his responsibilities evolved into the international 

procurement for a $50 million sales operation. Brian traveled extensively through Asia 

brokering new relationships and seeking acquisition targets. Overseas business transactions 

required Brian to develop new communication and negotiation skills based on both cultural 

understanding and a solid comprehension of international business practices. Brian 

continued his strategic operations and sales practice with privately held companies - 

successfully growing each one. 

 

Brian is responsible for the operational and strategic direction of Conscious Filmmaker 

Entertainment. He is focusing his talents on growing a company committed to creating 

compelling, conscious entertainment that enriches both the audience and those invested in 

the films Vision4Media produces. 

Brian Montes 
Chief Operating Officer 

Conscious Filmmaker Entertainment, LLC 



Coraly Babin has established a Conscious Filmmaker presence in Paris, France. She works 

as a creative liaison to European, Middle Eastern and Asian markets in both the promotion 

and production of  the Conscious Filmmaker®  motion picture and television slate.  

 

An elite triathlete, Coraly began her career as a professional skier and snowboarder, 

competing in regional and international events. She has also trained and coached 

executives from around the world in some of Europe's most prestigious winter resorts. 

Fluent in five languages, including English and French, Coraly earned her Masters degree 

from the University of Savoy specializing in International Trade, Communication and 

Management. Coraly interned in the United States with Citicorp in Dallas, and also at the 

International Center of Lafeyette, Louisiana. Returning to Europe, she served successful 

international trade internships in Holland and Denmark as well. 

 

Coraly subsequently spent two years in the Sorbonne studying filmmaking and later 

worked as a production manager and film editor for prominent French production 

companies and government institutions. Additionally, she is a screenwriter with five 

completed scripts - with two in early film production development. Recently she earned 

her certification as a master Neuro Linguistic Programming practioner and coach, having 

studied at CQPNL, Montréal, Canada. 

 

Coraly is dedicated to establishing international co-production and private equity partners 

for select projects in the diverse slate of V4M Conscious Filmmaker® film and television 

productions.. 

Coraly Babin 
Executive Producer 

Conscious Filmmaker Entertainment, Europe 



THE CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER STUDIOS  

BOARD OF ADVISERS 



John Michaels has been a producer, a financier, and an executive in the film industry for 

over two decades. Most recently, John Executive Produced the feature film comedy 

Caveman starring Skylar Astin, Chad Michael Murray, and Camilla Belle. The film is in post 

production and is scheduled to screen at the Cannes Film Festival in 2013. 

 

Previously, John was President of Production for Magnet Media Group. During his tenure, he 

served as Executive Producer for the films Dark Tide (starring Academy Award winner Halle 

Berry and Olivier Martinez) and The Experiment (starring Academy Award winners Adrien 

Brody and Forrest Whitaker). He was also Co-Executive Producer for the film 13, which 

featured an ensemble cast including Jason Statham, Mickey Rourke, Sam Riley, Michael 

Shannon, Ray Winstone, and Curtis “50 Cent” Jackson.  

 

Before signing with Magnet Media, John served as an advisory board member for the 

German Media Fund, VIP Medienfonds GmbH. VIP was a partner in the production of such 

films as Monster (starring Academy Award winner Charlize Theron), Alpha Dog (Emile 

Hirsch, Bruce Willis and Justin Timberlake), and The Punisher (John Travolta).  

John also produced Quiet Days in Hollywood with two-time Academy Award winner Hilary 

Swank, The November Conspiracy (Paige Turco, George Segal and Elliot Gould), and 

Sunset Heat (Dennis Hopper).. John Michaels 
Producer – Executive in Charge of Production 

Conscious Filmmaker Entertainment, LLC 



Steve Arroyave is the CEO of Arrow Entertainment, the International Sales Agent for Beyond 

the Moonwalk: A Dream to Dance. Steve brings over 25 years of experience in the 

production and distribution of feature films and documentaries to the project and a wealth of 

knowledge in all aspects of the film business.  

 

In production, Steve has worked in various capacities on over 20 feature films, from 

development to delivery, including Red Hot (directed by Paul Haggis and starring Balthazar 

Getty, Carla Gugino and Donald Sutherland), The Undertaker’s Wedding (directed by John 

Bradshaw and starring Adrian Brody) and Stepping Razor: Red X (The Life and Death of 

Peter Tosh).  

 

In distribution, Steve has attended over 50 major film markets and festivals worldwide selling 

films such as the remake of Theo Van Gogh’s Interview (directed by Steve Buscemi and 

starring Steve Buscemi and Sienna Miller), Golden Boys (directed by Daniel Adams and 

starring David Carradine, Rip Torn, Bruce Dern and Mariel Hemingway) and Survival Island 

(directed by Stewart Raffill and starring Billy Zane and Kelly Brook). Steve Arroyave 
Executive Producer 

CEO – Arrow Entertainment 

 



Paula Moreno has earned a place in the forefront of new producers within international cinema. 

Her 2010 feature film IJE, The Journey, has broken records in the Nigerian film industry, becoming 

the No 1-grossing film of all time for Nollywood. When IJE was released, it out-grossed both 

"Shrek Forever" and "Inception" in the West African film market. The project has made Moreno the 

first Hispanic producer to establish credentials in Nollywood. 

 

Moreno produced, wrote and directed her first film in 2004, a short titled Planet Far Away, for 

which she won awards for best director and best writer at a Tokyo film event. She followed that 

success with more award-winning films, the short, Lost Lives - and the feature length,Maquillaje. 

 

Her passion for social justice was developed during her 12 years as a case manager and public 

relations manager at a California law firm. Drawing on that experience, she partnered with a 

notable criminal defense attorney to produce a series of documentaries examining the lives of 

death row inmates. She also has worked closely with Emmy Award-winning and Humanitas 

Award-nominated writer director Micki Dickoff on the documentary The Legacy: From Gary 

Graham to Shaka Sankofa. 

 

In addition to her film experience, Paula has produced numerous commercials and written 

numerous commercial jingles for radio. She is also the marketing director for the 3D animated 

feature The Greatest Miracle, or, El Gran Milagro  released in the fall of 2011.  Paula is now the 

lead producer for Beyond the Moonwalk: A Dream to Dance – a $22 million feature film that 

delivers the true story of the street dancer who taught Michael Jackson and forever changed pop-

culture history.  

Paula Moreno 
Executive Producer 

Conscious Filmmaker Entertainment, LLC 

 

 



An expert in Operations, Administrative Management and Strategic Planning, Keith has participated in 

the bridge and gap financing of dozens of motion pictures and is the executive producer of the 

Vision4Media original content film division. Prior to co-founding Vision4Media, Keith worked closely 

with Profile Entertainment in the production and financing of films such as In the Shadows(starring 

Matthew Modine, James Caan and Cuba Gooding Jr.), Sol Goode(starring Baltazar Getty and Jamie 

Kennedy), and Wisegirls (starring Mira Sorvino and Mariah Carey). 

 

Keith has also worked with Blue Rider Pictures on films such as the award winning Fox Family 

Channel film Silver Wolf (starring Michael Biehn, Roy Scheider and Shane Meier), Slow Burn (starring 

Minnie Driver, James Spader and Josh Brolin), and Shergar (starring Ian Holm, Mickey Rourke, and 

David Warner). He was also the Associate Producer of the acclaimed documentary, An Uncommon 

Kindness: The Father Damien Story, narrated by Robin Williams. Recently, Keith served as the 

producer of the award-winning sports documentaryThe Moss Method and the nationally 

broadcast Journey of Loss…Discovery of Hope. 

 

Keith attended Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where he earned his Bachelor of 

Science and MBA degrees. In 2009, he was honored for his years of leadership and commitment to 

his University when the President of Marquette University presented him with the “Alumni Service to 

Marquette Award – In Recognition of Distinguished Service to Marquette University.” Myers has also 

been recognized for his work in helping to establish a comprehensive 21- credit Ethics Minor at 

Marquette and in funding scholarships in that minor; and, for his role in helping to fund and initiate an 

annual lecture series at the University entitled: “Society & Human Values.” 

Keith G. Myers 
CEO/Executive Producer 

Vision4Media Entertainment 

 



ABOUT VISION4MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT 
A Conscious Filmmaker® Company 



Vision4Media Entertainment combines the award-winning, creative talents of veteran commercial 

director and filmmaker David Christopher Loya - with the executive skills and financial expertise of 

executive film producer Keith G. Myers.  

 

Committed to our trademarked "Conscious Filmmaker"® ethos, Vision4Media Entertainment's award-

winning team specializes in the production of extraordinary motion pictures with timeless themes and 

meaningful subtexts. We focus on creating films that are entertaining, powerful, substantive and 

commercially successful for both our investors and production partners. Vision4Media Entertainment 

also brings to the table a first class production team with proven experience in executing full feature 

production. The teams’ expertise branches all levels of development, pre-production, production, 

post-production and distribution.  

 

Vision4Media is highly selective in the scripts it options for development. We choose only to create 

motion pictures that rise to the level of the "Conscious Filmmaker"® approach. These are commercial 

and "conscious films" that can answer yes to each of the following three questions: Does this movie 

elevate humanity? Does it affirm other people's lives?  Does it connect with the audience?  

 

We make motion pictures empowered by engaging characters within storylines that are both 

compelling and captivating. We work to ensure that every film delivers a highly entertaining 

experience that can be remembered for years to come. 

“Conscious Filmmaker”® is the registered trademark of David Christopher Loya - Bojorquez 



Contact:  David Christopher Loya 

david@vision4media.com 

(323) 825-1590 

 

CONSCIOUS FILMMAKER STUDIOS ® 

“Conscious Filmmaker”® is the registered trademark of David Christopher Loya - Bojorquez 

mailto:david@vision4media.com

